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Introduction
There are two characteristic positions in a black hole spacetime. Taking a Schwarzschild spacetime as an example, one is the horizon r = 2GM that determines the black hole region, where r is the circumferential radius, G is the Newtonian constant of gravitation, M is the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass that represents the total gravitational energy evaluated at spatial infinity. The region on and inside the horizon, r ≤ 2GM , is not observable for distant observers. The other is the photon sphere r = 3GM on which circular orbits of photons exist. The photon sphere is related to various observable phenomena. For example, excitation of quasinormal modes of fields are closely related to the photon sphere [1] , and hence, it affects the gravitational waveform from, e.g., merger of two black holes (see [2] for c The Author(s) 2012. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Physical Society of Japan. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
the first detection). Also, the edge of the black hole shadow in electromagnetic observations is determined by the photon sphere [3] , or its extension, the fundamental photon orbits [4] . Recently, the Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration has succeeded in observing the black hole shadow of a massive object at the center of the galaxy M87 [5] .
There are various extended concepts of the horizon r = 2GM , and the most famous ones are an event horizon and an apparent horizon. An event horizon is defined as the outer boundary of a black hole region from which nothing can escape to the outside region. Specifying the position of the event horizon is crucial to understand the structure of a spacetime. An apparent horizon is a two-dimensional surface such that the expansion of outgoing null geodesics emitted outward from it vanishes. Assuming the cosmic censorship, the singularity theorem tells that the presence of an apparent horizon implies the existence of an event horizon outside, and thus, restricts the global properties of the spacetime (see Chapt. 12.2 of [6] ). Extended concepts of r = 2GM like the event and apparent horizons, if properly defined, provide us with tools to greatly advance our understanding on the properties of spacetimes. This fact motivates us to consider extended concepts of the photon sphere r = 3GM . In this paper, we study extended concepts of a photon sphere to characterize a strong gravity region outside a black hole.
One of the extended concepts of a photon sphere is a photon surface proposed in Ref. [7] . A photon surface is defined as a timelike surface S such that arbitrary photons emitted on arbitrary points on S in arbitrary null tangent directions to S continue to propagate on S. Unlike a photon sphere, a photon surface may change its shape and size in time. For example, a hyperboloid in a flat Minkowski spacetime becomes a photon surface [7] . Therefore, the existence of a photon surface does not necessarily imply the presence of a strong gravity region. One may expect that a static photon surface in a static spacetime would become an indicator for the presence of a strong gravity region. However, the definition of a photon surface imposes such a strong condition on the behavior of photons that the spacetime must be highly symmetric in order to possess a static photon surface. Related to this, various uniqueness theorems are studied for spacetimes with photon surfaces [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . See also [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] for related discussions.
The present authors also have suggested two concepts to characterize a strong gravity region: A loosely trapped surface (LTS) [23] and a transversely trapping surface (TTS) [24] (referred as a static/stationary TTS in this paper). An LTS is defined from the behavior of mean curvature k in a flow of two-dimensional surfaces on a spacelike hypersurface Σ. A static/stationary TTS is defined as a static/stationary timelike surface S in a static/stationary spacetime such that arbitrary photons emitted on arbitrary points on S in arbitrary null tangent directions to S propagate on S or to the inside region of S. Then, inspired by the Penrose inequality [25] A AH ≤ 4π(2GM ) 2 ,
which is conjectured (and partly proved) to be satisfied by the area of an apparent horizon A AH , we have proved that the area A 0 of each of an LTS and the spatial section of a static/stationary TTS satisfies the Penrose-like inequality,
2/33 under some assumptions (see also an earlier work for a photon sphere [26] ). The concept of a static/stationary TTS is used to classify surfaces in a Kerr spacetime [27, 28] . Shortcomings of our previous works are that in the case of an LTS, the relation to the behavior of photons cannot be read from the definition directly, and in the case of a static/stationary TTS, its straightforward generalization to dynamical cases does not necessarily represent a strong gravity region similarly to a photon surface. We consider that it is necessary to introduce a concept of a surface as a strong gravity indicator defined from the photon behavior, with applicability to dynamically evolving spacetimes. Motivated by the above discussions, the purpose of this paper is threefold. First, we define a new concept, a dynamically transversely trapping surface (DTTS) that satisfies the above requirements. Roughly speaking, a DTTS is defined as a two-dimensional surface on a spacelike hypersurface such that photons emitted in transverse directions experience accelerated contraction due to strong gravity. A marginally DTTS is defined as its special case. The concept of a (marginally) DTTS has close analogy to that of a (marginally) trapped surface (or an apparent horizon). Note that, the concept of a DTTS in this paper is different from that of a static/stationary TTS in [24] . This point will be discussed in detail.
Second, we show that a (marginally) DTTS is a well-defined concept, by explicitly constructing some examples numerically. We prepare the method of solving for marginally DTTSs in some restricted configurations, i.e., the time-symmetric initial data and the momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data. Then, marginally DTTSs are numerically solved for in the systems of two equal-mass black holes in the Brill-Lindquist initial data [29] and the Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetime [30, 31] .
Third, we clarify some of the general properties of DTTSs. To be specific, we prove that the area of a DTTS satisfies the Penrose-like inequality (2) under some assumptions. We also prove the fact there are configurations where a DTTS is guaranteed to be an LTS at the same time.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we define the concepts of a DTTS, a dynamically transversely trapping region, and a marginally DTTS. In Sect. 3, we specify the configurations to be studied, i.e., the time-symmetric initial data and the momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data, and useful formulas to calculate (marginally) DTTSs are presented. In Sect. 4, marginally DTTSs are explicitly constructed numerically for twoblack-hole systems in the Brill-Lindquist initial data. In Sect. 5, marginally DTTSs are calculated for systems of two extremal black holes in the Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetimes. In Sect. 6, we prove that a DTTS satisfies the Penrose-like inequality (2) under some assumptions, and discuss the connection between DTTSs and LTSs in Sect. 7. Section 8 is devoted to a summary and discussions. In Appendices A and B, detailed derivations of the equations for marginally DTTSs in the Brill-Lindquist initial data and in the Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetimes are presented, respectively. Throughout the paper, we study in the framework of the theory of general relativity for four-dimensional spacetimes. We use the unit in which the speed of light is unity, c = 1, while the Newtonian constant of gravitation G is explicitly shown.
Definition of dynamically transversely trapping surfaces
In this section, we present the definition of a DTTS. In Sect. 2.1, we examine photon surfaces in a Schwarzschild spacetime in order to learn a lesson that motivates the definition of a 3/33 DTTS. Then, a DTTS is defined in Sect. 2.2, and its meaning is discussed in Sect. 2.3. In Sect. 2.4, analogies between DTTSs and trapped surfaces are discussed.
Motivation from the Schwarzschild spacetime
Let us begin our discussion by examining photon surfaces in a Schwarzschild spacetime. Since a photon surface is composed of null geodesics, we study null geodesic equations below. The metric of a Schwarzschild spacetime is
with
From t and φ components of null geodesic equations on the equatorial plane θ = π/2, we obtain the conservation laws of energy and angular momentum,
where dot denotes the derivative with the affine parameter λ of the null geodesic, and E and b are the energy and the impact parameter, respectively. The null condition leads to
From these equations, we have
Solutions of the radial coordinate for the geodesic equations are obtained by integrating this equation. If b > 3 √ 3 GM , the geodesic is confined in the region r > 3GM or r < 3GM , and possesses a pericenter or an apocenter, respectively. If b < 3 √ 3 GM , the geodesic does not have a turning point and crosses the photon sphere r = 3GM from inside region (resp. outside region) to outside region (resp. inside region) in the case of the plus (resp. minus) sign in Eq. (8) (see Ref. [32] for a recent study on black hole shadows that has close connection to such behavior of photons). For a later convenience, we present the radial geodesic equations,
where prime indicates derivative with respect to r and the second equality is derived using Eqs. (5)- (7) . If a solution r(t) to Eq. (8) is obtained, we can construct a photon surface [7] by virtue of the spherical symmetry. At t = 0, we consider photons with the same values of the radial position r and the radial velocity dr/dt but with arbitrary angular positions and arbitrary angular velocities. Since all of such photons have the same radial dependence r(t), they form a photon surface S. Since r(t) can be arbitrarily large, the photon surface itself does not necessarily imply the existence of a strong gravity region. Therefore, we must find a quantity that is suitable as an indicator for a strong gravity region.
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light rays Fig. 1 Configuration to be considered. We consider a two-dimensional closed surface σ 0 in a spacelike hypersurface Σ of a spacetime M. A timelike hypersurface S intersects with Σ precisely at σ 0 . Notations are also indicated. See text for details.
The induced geometry of S is given by
with the lapse function
We denote t = const. surfaces in S by σ t , and its induced metric and extrinsic curvature by h ab andk ab := (1/2) (3)£n h ab , respectively, where (3)£ andn a denotes the Lie derivative in S and the future-directed unit normal to σ t in S. The trace of the extrinsic curvature is
Using Eq. (9), the Lie derivative ofk with respect ton a is calculated as
Then, we find that if σ t is located outside (resp. inside) the photon sphere r = 3GM , the value of (3)£nk is positive (resp. negative). Physically, a photon surface is in accelerated expansion or decelerated contraction in the region r > 3GM , and in decelerated expansion or accelerated contraction in the region r < 3GM , reflecting the strength of gravity. Therefore, (3) £nk is a good indicator for the strong gravity region, and this result motivates us to define a DTTS by use of the quantity (3)£nk .
Definition
Before introducing the definition of a DTTS, it is appropriate to show the configuration to be considered and specify notations. Figure 1 presents the typical configuration to be studied. We consider a spacetime M with the metric g ab , and ∇ a is the covariant derivative 5/33 associated with g ab . In M, take a spacelike hypersurface Σ whose future-directed timelike unit normal is n a . A spatial metric q ab is induced on Σ as
and the extrinsic curvature is defined as
where £ is a Lie derivative with respect to M. The derivative operator associated with q ab is denoted by D a . In Σ, we take a two-dimensional closed orientable surface σ 0 in order to examine whether it is a DTTS or not. The induced metric of σ 0 is
wherer a is the spacelike unit normal to σ 0 in Σ (namely,r a is tangential to Σ). The extrinsic curvature of σ 0 as a hypersurface in Σ is introduced as
where (3) £ is a Lie derivative with respect to Σ. The covariant derivative associated with h ab is denoted by D a . We introduce a timelike hypersurface S in M, which intersects with Σ precisely at σ 0 . Note that the two hypersurfaces S and Σ are not necessarily orthogonal to each other at σ 0 , and therefore, the outward spacelike unit normalr a to S does not agree withr a in general. The metric induced on S isp
and the extrinsic curvature of S is defined bȳ
The covariant derivative associated withp ab is denoted byD a . The two-dimensional surface σ 0 can be regarded as a hypersurface in S, and the future directed unit normal to σ 0 in this sense is denoted byn a . Note thatn a and n a are different from each other in general. The extrinsic curvature of σ 0 as a hypersurface in S is defined bȳ
where (3) £n is a Lie derivative associated with S. Now, we introduce the definition of a DTTS. From the above example of the Schwarzschild spacetime, we consider the following definition to be the most appropriate definition of a DTTS: Definition 1. Suppose Σ to be a smooth spacelike hypersurface of a spacetime M. A closed orientable two-dimensional surface σ 0 in Σ is a dynamically transversely trapping surface (DTTS) if and only if there exists a timelike hypersurface S in M that intersects Σ precisely 6/33 at σ 0 and satisfies the following three conditions at arbitrary points on σ 0 :
(the momentarily non-expanding condition);
(the marginally transversely trapping condition);
where k a is arbitrary future-directed null vectors tangent to S and the quantity £nk is evaluated with a time coordinate in S whose lapse function is constant on σ 0 .
Due to the inequality in the condition (23) , if there is a DTTS in Σ, there are infinitely many DTTSs in Σ in general. Using the concept of DTTSs, we introduce a dynamically transversely trapping region and a marginally DTTS by the following definitions:
Definition 2. Consider a collection of DTTSs such that any two of these can be transformed to each other by continuous deformation keeping to be DTTSs. The region in which these DTTSs exist is said to be a dynamically transversely trapping region (or, more generally, one of dynamically transversely trapping regions). If the outer boundary of a dynamically transversely trapping region satisfies
it is said to be a marginally DTTS.
Readers may wonder why we explicitly require Eq. (24) for a marginally DTTS, since Eq. (24) is naturally expected to be satisfied by the fact that a marginally DTTS is a boundary of a dynamically transversely trapping region. This is because at least for now, we cannot deny the possibility that the outer boundary is given by an envelope of infinitely many DTTSs, and thus, it is not a DTTS. Of course, it is quite uncertain whether such a case happens, and clarifying this point is interesting although it is beyond the scope of this paper. Note also that although Eq. (24) gives an equation for marginally DTTSs, not all of the solutions are marginally DTTSs, because some of them may be inner boundaries of dynamically transversely trapping regions, or may be immersed in those regions.
Description of the three conditions
Among the three conditions (21)- (23), the first two conditions, the momentarily nonexpanding condition (21) and the marginally transversely trapping condition (22) , determine the behavior of S in the neighborhood of σ 0 . The third condition (23) is to judge whether σ 0 exists in a strong gravity region. We discuss meanings of the three conditions in more detail one by one.
2.3.1. The momentarily non-expanding condition. There are infinitely many timelike hypersurfaces S that intersect Σ at σ 0 , and the value of (3)£nk strongly depends on the choice of S. For this reason, one must specify how to choose S, and the momentarily nonexpanding condition is introduced in order to fix the behavior of S up to first order in time.
The first-order behavior of S is specified by the timelike tangent vectorsn a of S at points on σ 0 , and oncen a is chosen, the value ofk is also determined becausek ab is a quantity that represents the first order behavior of h ab in time as understood from Eq. (20) . Conversely, requiringk = 0 (basically) determines the choice ofn a , and thus, the first-order behavior 7/33 of S. To be specific, the tangent vectorn a can be given in terms of n a andr a through the transformation,n
where β = β(x i ) is a function of the coordinates x i on σ 0 . The conditionk = 0 is then becomes an equation for β(x i ), and an appropriaten a is obtained by solving this equation. Note that there are exceptional cases that S is not uniquely specified by this procedure. For example, if we adopt time-symmetric initial data as Σ and a minimal surface in Σ as σ 0 , the value ofk vanishes for arbitrary β(x i ). In such cases, all surfaces S withk = 0 must be taken into account. Geometrical meaning of the momentarily non-expanding condition is as follows. Let us span Gaussian normal coordinates (t, x i ) in S from σ 0 , and denote the slice t = const. as σ t . Here, t is the time coordinate and x i are the coordinates to specify positions of points on each of σ t . The momentarily non-expanding conditionk = 0 means that each area element of σ t is unchanged up to the first order in time. Therefore, the area of σ 0 is locally extremal in a sequence of σ t , and if the accelerated contraction condition (23) is satisfied simultaneously, it is locally maximal.
The marginally transversely trapping condition.
The marginally transversely trapping condition is introduced to determine the second-order behavior of S in time using propagation of photons.
Consider a photon that is emitted from a point on σ 0 tangentially to S. The quantitȳ K ab k a k b in Eq. (22) represents whether the photon propagates in inward direction of S or not. In order to see this, let us consider a "virtual photon" confined in the hypersurface S whose equation is given by k aD a k b = 0. Rewriting with the four-dimensional quantities, we have
where
is the four-acceleration. From this equation, we understand that a real photon whose equation is given by k a ∇ a k b = 0 propagates into the inward (resp. outward) region of S ifK ab k a k b is negative (resp. positive). IfK ab k a k b = 0, the photon travels on S up to second order in time. The conditionK ab k a k b = 0 is required for a photon surface [7] , while the conditionK ab k a k b ≤ 0 is required for a static/stationary TTS [24] . The meaning of the marginally transversely trapping condition (22) is as follows: S must be chosen so that all of photons emitted from points on σ 0 in arbitrary tangential directions to S must propagate into inside region of S or precisely on S, and furthermore, at least one photon must propagate on S (up to the second order in time). In other words, if we consider a collection of all such photons, they distribute in a region with a small thickness in general after they are emitted. Then, S is adopted as the outer boundary of such a region.
The accelerated contraction condition.
Once the surface S is specified by the above two conditions, it is possible to calculate (3)£nk . This is a quantity determined by the secondorder behavior of S in time. Here, we have to remark that this is a coordinate dependent quantity. The trace of the Ricci equation of σ 0 as a hypersurface in S is
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where (3)R ab is the Ricci tensor calculated by the metricp ab induced on S, D 2 := D a D a is the Laplace operator on σ 0 , and α is the lapse function of the time coordinate. Hence, (3)£nk obviously depends on α, and thus, we have to specify how to choose α. As remarked at the last of Definition 1, we require α = const. on σ 0 . Then, the last term of Eq. (27) vanishes and (3)£nk is given only in terms of geometrical quantities.
Note that, due to the constancy of α, the concept of a DTTS becomes different from that of a static/stationary TTS. In the case of a static/stationary TTS, we consider a static/stationary surface S which is generated by the Lie drag of σ 0 along the integral lines of the timelike Killing vector field ξ a in a static/stationary spacetime M [24] . Then, the momentarily non-expanding condition (21) is trivially satisfied. If we choose σ 0 that satisfies the marginally transversely trapping condition (22) , S becomes a static/stationary TTS. However, in this situation, although S satisfies (3)£nk = 0 for the time coordinate associated with the timelike Killing vector field (i.e., for the choice α = √ −ξ a ξ a ), (3)£nk violates the accelerated contraction condition (23) in general for the choice α = const., except for spherically symmetric spacetimes. Hence, there exist cases that a static/stationary TTS is not a DTTS at the same time. Furthermore, as we will see in Sect. 5, there are also converse cases that a DTTS in a static spacetime is not a static TTS. For this reason, inclusion relationship cannot be found between DTTSs and static/stationary TTSs.
Comparison with trapped surfaces
A DTTS (Definition 1) and a marginally DTTS (Definition 2) are defined so that they have similarity to a trapped surface and a marginally trapped surface, respectively.
A trapped surface σ TS is a two-dimensional closed orientable surface in a spacelike hypersurface Σ such that both of the outgoing and ingoing null geodesic congruences have negative expansion, i.e. θ + < 0 and θ − < 0, respectively. A collection of trapped surfaces forms a trapped region, and the outer boundary of the trapped region is defined as a marginally trapped surface. On the marginally trapped surface, θ − ≤ 0 and θ + = 0 hold. A marginally trapped surface may have multiple connected components (among them, the outermost components are defined as the apparent horizons), and the location of each component is uniquely determined. Similarly, a DTTS is defined in a spacelike hypersurface Σ and a collection of DTTSs forms a dynamically transversely trapping region. A marginally DTTS is defined in a similar manner as a marginally trapped surface, and the location of each marginally DTTS is uniquely determined.
A (marginally) trapped surface and a (marginally) DTTS have similar features of gauge invariance and gauge dependence. On one hand, a (marginally) trapped surface σ TS (seen as a two-dimensional spacelike surface in M) is a gauge invariant concept in the sense that values of the two kinds of expansion, θ + and θ − , do not depend on the choice of coordinates to calculate them. Suppose σ TS is obtained as a (marginally) trapped surface in some spacelike hypersurface Σ. Then, if (marginally) trapped surfaces are surveyed on another spacelike hypersurface Σ which intersects with Σ precisely at σ TS , we would obtain σ TS as a (marginally) trapped surface as well. Similarly, if a surface σ 0 is an intersection of two spacelike hypersurfaces Σ and Σ , we would obtain the same conclusion concerning whether σ 0 is a (marginally) DTTS or not on both of the hypersurfaces, because the same timelike hypersurface S should be constructed by virtue of the momentarily non-expanding 9/33 condition (21) and the marginally transversely trapping condition (22) . On the other hand, a marginally trapped surface has gauge dependent feature in the sense that if we consider time evolution of a marginally trapped surface, its three-dimensional worldsheet, which is called the trapping horizon [33] , depends on the choice of the time coordinate. Similarly, the worldsheet of a marginally DTTS should be dependent on the selected time coordinate as well.
Further similarity between a (marginally) trapped surface and a (marginally) DTTS can be found for their area, i.e., the Penrose inequality (1) and the Penrose-like inequality (2) . This issue will be discussed in Sect. 6.
Configurations and useful formulas
In this paper, we solve for marginally DTTSs and discuss their properties in fairly restricted situations. Namely, we consider the situation where the timelike hypersurface S that satisfies the momentarily non-expanding condition (21) 
are satisfied. To be specific, we consider time-symmetric initial data and momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data. First, we derive useful formulas that are applicable to these setups in Sect. 3.1, and then, the two kinds of initial data are described in Sect. 3.2.
Preparing the method of solving for (marginally) DTTSs in the case that S is not orthogonal to Σ is definitely necessary, and we plan to study this issue in a forthcoming paper.
Useful formulas
Let us span the coordinates (t, r, x i ) such that the timelike hypersurface S is given by r = 0 in the neighborhood of σ 0 . Let α denote the time lapse function, and for simplicity, we assume the shift vector to be zero, β a := t a − αn a = 0, where t a is the basis of the coordinate t. The metric is given by
where ϕ is the lapse function of the radial coordinate r.
3.1.1. Formuals related to marginally transversely trapping condition. First, we derive useful formulas to study the marginally transversely trapping condition (22) . Rewriting Eq. (17) for k ab in terms of four-dimensional quantities, we have
By substitutingp ab given by Eq. (18) into the formula forK ab , Eq. (19), we obtain
10/33 after some algebra. Therefore, we obtain the following decomposition ofK ab into time and space directions:K ab = −n a n b
There are several other expressions for v a , for example,
which is derived by expressing the right-hand side withK b d =p c d ∇ cr b and substituting Eq. (33) . From Eqs. (31) and (34), we have
is used in the second equality. The null tangent vector k a of S that appears in the marginally transversely trapping condition (22) is expressed as
using the timelike unit normal n a to Σ and unit tangent vectors s a to σ 0 . Then, the marginally transversely trapping condition (22) is rewritten as
3.1.2. Formuals related to accelerated contraction condition. Next, we obtain a useful formula for calculating (3) £nk in the accelerated contraction condition (23) . We recall the trace of the Ricci equation, Eq. (27), on σ 0 as a hypersurface in S, and rewrite with the double trace of the Gauss equation on σ 0 in S,
where (2) R is the Ricci scalar of σ 0 , and the double trace of the Gauss equation on S in the spacetime M,
where the Einstein field equations G ab = 8πGT ab are assumed with the energy-momentum tensor T ab , and the radial pressure is introduced by P r := T abr arb . For a later convenience, we also define the energy density by ρ := T ab n a n b . We evaluate this equation on a surface σ 0 to be examined whether it is a DTTS. The last term vanishes because α = const. is required from Definition 1, andk = 0 from the momentarily non-expanding condition (21) . Substituting the decomposed form ofK ab , Eq. (33), 11/33 into Eq. (40), we have
The quantityk ab in this formula can be calculated from K ab , because similarly to Eq. (33), K ab is decomposed as
where v a is given in Eq. (31), and thus,
holds.
Configurations
Now, we describe two specific configurations to be studied in this paper, the time-symmetric initial data and the momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data.
3.2.1. Time-symmetric initial data. Initial data are said to be time symmetric or momentarily static if it has the vanishing extrinsic curvature:
From Eq. (43), we havek ab = 0, and therefore, the timelike hypersurface S certainly satisfies the momentarily non-expanding condition (21),k = 0. From Eq. (35), we have v a = 0. To find the expression for the marginally transversely trapping condition (22) in this setup, it is convenient to choose the orthonormal basis e 1 and e 2 on σ 0 which diagonalize k ab as
and define
Then, from Eq. (37), the marginally transversely trapping condition becomes
Using this formula withk ab = 0, we obtain
This equation is used in solving for the marginally DTTS in Sects. 4 and 5, and in studying the Penrose-like inequality in Sect. 6.
Momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data.
The initial data Σ is said to be momentarily stationary if, for an appropriately chosen time coordinatet with the basis t a =αn a +β a , the Lie derivative of the metric q ab induced on Σ with respect tot a vanishes,
Note thatt a ,α andβ a are different from t a , α, and β a introduced just before Eq. (29) . At the same time, Σ is assumed to be axisymmetric with the Killing vector φ a and the azimuthal 12/33 angular coordinate φ is introduced by φ a = (∂ φ ) a . We further assume that the shift vector β a be given in the formβ
whereω does not depend on φ and satisfies (3) £ φω = 0. Then, from Eqs. (49) and (50), the extrinsic curvature is
where the Killing equation D (a φ b) = 0 is used. We define Σ to be momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data if the extrinsic curvature is given in the form of Eq. (51). Note thatα andω are not uniquely determined. If we consider the transformatioñ
where g(ω) is an arbitrary monotonically increasing function, the same extrinsic curvature is given in the same form as Eq. (51) but withα andω replaced byα andω , respectively. From this construction, the spacetime M possesses the symmetry under the simultaneous transformationst → −t and φ → −φ. The structure of the initial data Σ is invariant under the transformation φ → −φ. An example of momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data is a t = const. hypersurface of a Kerr spacetime in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates. Various other configurations can be considered. If matter distributes in an axially symmetric manner with an axially symmetric velocity field directed in the φ direction, the initial data become momentarily stationary and axisymmetric. See, e.g., Ref. [34] for a numerically constructed example.
We adopt an axisymmetric surface as σ 0 . Then, φ a is a tangent vector to σ 0 and satisfies φ a = h ab φ b . Equation (43) implies
and thus, we havek = 0 by virtue of the axisymmetry of σ 0 . Therefore, the momentarily non-expanding condition (21) is satisfied. Let us examine the metric in the form (29) in the coordinates (t, r, x i ). We set x 1 = θ and x 2 = φ, where θ and φ are polar and azimuthal coordinates, respectively. From the symmetry under the transformation φ → −φ, it is possible to introduce θ so that h θφ = 0 holds on Σ. The surface σ 0 is supposed to be given by r = 0, and the angular coordinates can be spanned to satisfy γ rθ = h rφ = 0 in the vicinity of σ 0 on Σ. Under this situation, the nonzero metric functions are α, ϕ, h θθ , and h φφ , and from Eq. (51), only the rφ and θφ components of the extrinsic curvature K ab are nonzero. Therefore, the functions α, ϕ, h θθ , and h φφ behave as even functions while γ rφ and h θφ behave as odd functions with respect to t. It is convenient to introduce the orthonormal basis on σ 0 by
where the operator "d" denotes the external derivative. Due to the symmetry under the transformation φ → −φ, k ab is given in the diagonalized form (45) with this orthonormal basis.
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Now, we examine the marginally transversely trapping condition (22 
In terms of the orthonormal basis, v a is given by v a = v 1 (e 1 ) a + v 2 (e 2 ) a with
Then, the marginally transversely trapping condition (37) is rewritten as
If we introduce k L and k S in the same manner as Eqs. (46a) and (46b), the inequality
is satisfied. From Eqs. (41), (53), and (55), the quantity (3)£ nk that appears in the accelerated contraction condition becomes
where (3) £rα/α must be evaluated with Eq. (57). This equation is used in studying the Penrose-like inequality in Sect. 6. Although explicitly constructing marginally DTTSs in momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data is an interesting problem, we postpone it as a future work.
Explicit examples in Brill-Lindquist initial data
In this section, we explicitly construct marginally DTTSs in the Brill-Lindquist initial data [29] . In Sect. 4.1, we explain the Brill-Lindquist initial data and our setups. 
Setup
The Brill-Lindquist initial data are time-symmetric asymptotically flat initial data with vanishing extrinsic curvature, K ab = 0, and with conformally flat geometry,
The momentum constraint is trivially satisfied and the Hamiltonian constraint is reduced tō
for a vacuum spacetime, where∇ 2 denotes the flat space Laplacian,
In general, the Brill-Lindquist initial data represent N black holes momentarily at rest. Here, we focus our attention to the two equal-mass black holes and choose the following solution 14/33 to Eq. (62),
where M corresponds to the ADM mass. In the case of z 0 = 0, these initial data represent an Einstein-Rosen bridge of a Schwarzschild spacetime. By contrast, in the case of z 0 > 0, two Einstein-Rosen bridges are present in these initial data and the points (x, y, z) = (0, 0, ±z 0 ) correspond to two asymptotically flat regions beyond the bridges.
The equation for a marginally DTTS
There are two kinds of marginally DTTSs in these initial data: A marginally DTTS that encloses both black holes (hereafter, a common marginally DTTS) and two marginally DTTSs each of which encloses one of the two black holes. In order to solve for a common marginally DTTS σ 0 , we introduce the spherical-polar coordinates (r,θ, φ) in the ordinary manner as
y =r sinθ sin φ,
and give the surface σ 0 asr = h(θ). In order to derive an equation for a common marginally DTTS, we introduce new coordinates (r, θ) in the vicinity of σ 0 , wherẽ
We requireθ = θ on σ 0 (that is, p(0, θ) = 0), and in these coordinates, σ 0 is given by r = 0, consistently with Eq. (29) . Then, the induced metric on σ 0 becomes
and we introduce the orthonormal basis on σ 0 as
With this basis, k ab is diagonalized in the form of Eq. (45) by axial symmetry of this system. Requiring (3)£ nk = 0 in Eq. (48), the equation for a marginally DTTS is given by
where P r = 0 in the setup of the vacuum Brill-Lindquist initial data here. We must express this equation as the equation for h(θ), and this procedure is presented in Appendix A. Note that the cases k 1 ≤ k 2 and k 1 ≥ k 2 must be studied separately, and in both cases, Eq. (69) becomes second-order ordinary differential equations for h(θ). These equations are solved using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method under the boundary condition h = 0 at θ = 0 and π/2. In the case of common marginally DTTSs, the equation for the case k 1 ≤ k 2 is solved, and as a result, a DTTS that satisfies k 1 ≤ k 2 is obtained consistently. In solving for a marginally DTTS that encloses only one of the two black holes, we introduce the spherical-polar coordinates by Eqs. (65a), (65b), and
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instead of Eq. (65c), so that the coordinate originr = 0 corresponds to (x, y, z) = (0, 0, z 0 ). Parametrizing a marginally DTTS asr = h(θ), the new coordinates (r, θ) are introduced in the same manner as Eqs. (66a) and (66b). Then, the equations have the same form as the case of the common marginally DTTSs. The boundary condition is h = 0 at θ = 0 and π. Solving the equation for the case k 1 ≥ k 2 , a DTTS that satisfies k 1 ≥ k 2 is consistently obtained.
Numerical results
Now, we show the numerical results. Figure 2 shows the common marginally DTTSs in the Brill-Lindquist initial data for z 0 /GM = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.1506. For z 0 /GM = 0.0, the common marginally DTTS is spherically symmetric with the radiusr/GM = 1 + √ 3/2. This corresponds to the radius of the photon sphere of a Schwarzschild spacetime in the isotropic coordinates. The common DTTS becomes distorted as the value of z 0 /GM is increased, and it exists up to z 0 /GM ≈ 1.1506. We could not find the common DTTS for z 0 /GM ≥ 1.1507 for the following reason. For the parameter region 1.007 z 0 /GM 1.1506, we obtain two solutions that correspond to the outer and inner boundaries of the (common) dynamically transversely trapping region that encloses both black holes. 1 Here, the outer boundary is the marginally DTTS, and the inner boundary is not depicted in 1 We could not obtain a solution of the inner boundary for 0 < z 0 /GM 1.006 because h(θ) becomes a multi-valued function for this parameter range. This is a technical problem and the inner boundary would exist also for this range of z 0 /GM . One is the common marginally DTTS and the other two are the marginally DTTSs each of which surrounds only one of the two black holes. For small z 0 /GM , the two inner marginally DTTSs cross with each other as shown in the left panel. Therefore, there are the cases where two dynamically transversely trapping regions overlap. As z 0 /GM is increased, the two dynamically transversely trapping regions become separate as shown in the middle and right panels. For z 0 /GM ≥ 1.1507, no common DTTS can be found, but two separate marginally DTTSs can be always found. Figure 4 shows the values of k 1 and k 2 as functions of the polar angle θ for a common DTTS in the initial data with z 0 /GM = 1.0 (left panel) and for a DTTS that surrounds only the upper black hole (right panel) in the initial data with z 0 /GM = 0.2. Because the equation for a marginally DTTS depends on the sign of k 1 − k 2 , whether the behavior of k 1 and k 2 is consistent with the chosen equation must be checked after the solutions are obtained. For a common DTTS, the relation k 1 ≤ k 2 is kept, while for a DTTS that surrounds only the upper black hole, the relation k 1 ≥ k 2 is kept.
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Comparison with marginally trapped surfaces
In Sect. 2.4, we discussed the similarity between (marginally) DTTSs and (marginally) trapped surfaces. We explore the similarity further in the examples of the Brill-Lindquist initial data. Since the initial data are time symmetric, marginally trapped surfaces coincide with minimal surfaces on which k = k 1 + k 2 = 0 holds, where the formulas for k 1 and k 2 are presented in Eqs. (A3a)-(A4b) in Appendix A. Since the common marginally trapped surface is the outermost one, it is also the (common) apparent horizon. Although there are many works that studied marginally trapped surfaces in the Brill-Lindquist initial data (e.g., [35] [36] [37] [38] ), including the original work by Brill and Lindquist [29] , here we present the results generated by our codes. . In contrast to the marginally DTTSs, the two inner marginally trapped surfaces do not cross each other. The dynamically transversely trapping regions overlap because they cover larger domains compared to the trapped regions. For z 0 /GM ≥ 0.3831, no common apparent horizon can be found, but two separate marginally trapped surfaces can be always found.
Note that typical size of the circumference of the apparent horizon, ∼ 4πGM , is smaller than that of the common marginally DTTS, ∼ 6πGM . Also, the parameter range 0 ≤ z 0 /GM 0.3830 where the common apparent horizon is present is much smaller than the range 0 ≤ z 0 /GM 1.1506 where the common DTTS is present. These are because an apparent horizon is an indicator for a stronger gravity region compared to a marginally DTTS.
Explicit examples in Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetimes
In this section, we explicitly construct marginally DTTSs in Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetimes [30, 31] . In Sect. 5.1, we explain the Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetimes and our setups. The equation for solving a marginally DTTS is explained in Sect. 5.2, and numerical results are presented in Sect. 5.3. Comparison with static TTSs is made in Sect. 5.4.
Setup
A Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetime is a static electrovacuum spacetime with the following metric,
with a electromagnetic four-potential
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We have two equations from the Einstein field equations, which correspond to the Hamiltonian constraint and the evolution equations, and one equation from Maxwell's equations. These three equations are reduced to exactly the same form,
where∇ 2 is the flat space Laplacian introduced in Eq. (62). In general, the MajumdarPapapetrou spacetime represents N extremal black holes at rest. Here, we focus our attention to the two equal-mass black holes, and choose the following solution to this equation,
withr ± defined in Eqs. (64), where M corresponds to the ADM mass. In the case of z 0 = 0, this metric represents an extremal Reissner-Nortström spacetime in the isotropic coordinates and r = 0 corresponds to the horizon. By contrast, in the case of z 0 > 0, the metric represents a spacetime with two extremal black holes with horizons located at (x, y, z) = (0, 0, ±z 0 ). The two black holes are kept static because the gravitational attraction and the electromagnetic repulsive interaction are balanced.
The equation for a marginally DTTS
We solve for marginally DTTSs on the slice t = const. in this spacetime, which is time symmetric. Since the spatial metric (71) is conformally flat, the same method as the case of the Brill-Lindquist initial data can be applied also to this system. The difference is that there is a nonzero contribution from P r to the equation for marginally DTTSs, Eq. (69), and the conformal factor Ψ must be replaced by U 1/2 . The detailed forms of the equations are presented in Appendix B.
In contrast to the Brill-Lindquist case, k 1 − k 2 changes its sign on marginally DTTSs in this spacetime. For this reason, in solving for a marginally DTTS numerically, we monitor the sign of k 1 − k 2 and choose the appropriate equation at each step of the polar angle, θ = θ i := i × ∆θ (i = 0, 1, ...), in order to calculate the data at the next step, θ = θ i+1 .
Numerical results
Now, we show the numerical results. Figure 7 shows the common marginally DTTSs in the Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetimes for z 0 /GM = 0.0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, and 0.79353. For z 0 /GM = 0.0, the common marginally DTTS is spherically symmetric with the radiusr/GM = 1. This corresponds to the radius of the photon sphere of an extremal Reissner-Nordström spacetime in the isotropic coordinates. As the value of z 0 /GM is increased, the common DTTS becomes distorted, and it exists up to z 0 /GM ≈ 0.79353. Similarly to the Brill-Lindquist case, for the range 0.647 z 0 /GM 0.79353, we could obtain two solutions that correspond to the outer and inner boundaries of a common dynamically transversely trapping region. Around z 0 /GM ≈ 0.79353, the inner and outer boundaries degenerate, and the common dynamically transversely trapping region vanishes as z 0 /GM is further increased. As shown in the left panel, the two inner marginally DTTSs cross with each other for small z 0 /GM , and the two dynamically transversely trapping regions overlap. As z 0 /GM is increased, the two dynamically transversely trapping regions become separate as shown in the middle and right panels. Although no common DTTS can be found for z 0 /GM ≥ 0.79354, the two separate DTTSs can be always found. Figure 9 shows the values of k 1 and k 2 as functions of the polar angle θ for a common DTTS (left panel) and for a DTTS that surrounds only the upper black hole (right panel) for the case z 0 /GM = 0.625. In each panel, k 1 − k 2 changes its sign at some θ = θ c , and the equations are changed in the domains θ ≤ θ c and θ c ≤ θ, accordingly. The curve for k 1 is bent at θ = θ c , because due to the change of the equations, the third derivative of h(θ) In both panels, k 1 − k 2 changes its sign from positive to negative as θ is increased. In each of the two panels, the inset enlarges the neighborhood of the point where k 1 − k 2 changes its sign.
is discontinuous at θ = θ c . Since k 1 depends on h as presented in Eqs. (B1a) and (B2a), the derivative of k 1 becomes discontinuous, although the curve of k 1 itself is continuous. By contrast, since k 2 does not depend on h as presented in Eqs. (B1b) and (B2b), the curve of k 2 is not bent at θ = θ c . These results indicate that the obtained marginal DTTSs are of differentiability class C 2 in this case.
Comparison with static TTSs
Since the Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetime is a static spacetime, static TTSs defined in our previous paper [24] can be also studied. Here, we study common static TTSs that enclose both black holes and compare them with common DTTSs. A static timelike surface S is said to be a static TTS if and only if arbitrary photons emitted from arbitrary points on S in the tangential direction to S propagate on S or toward inside of S. This condition, hereafter the static TTS condition, is expressed asK ab k a k b ≤ 0, where k a is arbitrary null tangent vectors to S. The static TTS condition is rewritten as
on a static slice t = const., where α s := √ −ξ a ξ a = U −1 is the lapse function associated with the timelike Killing vector ξ a . Unlike the marginally transversely trapping condition in the DTTS case, we do not require the existence of a photon that marginally satisfies the condition (75).
First, let us consider the condition that a surfacer = const. becomes a common static TTS. The formulas for k 1 and k 2 are given in Eqs. (B1a)-(B2b) in Appendix B. Since k 1 = k 2 = U −1 (1/r + U ,r /U ) holds for a surfacer = const., the static TTS condition is reduced to Next, let us consider the general case where a common static TTS is given byr = h(θ). As a necessary condition, a common static TTS must satisfy k 2 ≤ (3) £rα s /α s on the equatorial plane. Since cotθ = U ,θ = 0 atθ = π/2 in Eqs. (B1b) and (B2b), this necessary condition is reduced to
which is the same as the static TTS condition (76) forr = const. surfaces. Therefore, we find the following: If there is no radius in the equatorial plane that satisfies the condition (77), there is no common static TTS. Conversely, if there is a radius in the equatorial plane that satisfies the condition (77), common static TTSs are present (for example, the surfacẽ r = const.). The condition for the existence of common static TTSs is determined only on the equatorial plane. Physically, this result is directly related to the (non)existence of circular orbits of photons on the equatorial plane. As studied in Ref. [39] , two circular orbits of photons are located at the radius at which the equality in the condition (77) holds. Therefore, if two circular orbits of photons exist, common static TTSs are present because they can cross the equatorial plane at the radius between the two circular orbits of photons. If there is no circular orbits of photons, common static TTSs cannot cross the equatorial plane anymore.
Notice that the parameter range 0 ≤ z 0 /GM 0.2722 for the existence of common static TTSs is much smaller than the range 0 ≤ z 0 /GM 0.7935 for the existence of common DTTSs. Such difference occurs because the timelike surface S must not change in time in the case of a static TTS, while S is flexible and can change its shape in time in the case of a DTTS. Due to this flexibility of S in the case of a DTTS, even if an area element of 23/33 σ t (defined in Sect. 2.3.1 as t = const. slice of S) expands in the φ direction in time, the accelerated contraction condition is not necessarily violated, because (3)£ nk ≤ 0 is satisfied if the area element contracts in the θ direction sufficiently rapidly. Therefore, the concept of a DTTS is fairly different from that of a static TTS.
Penrose-like inequality
In the following two sections, we focus attention to general properties of DTTSs. In this section, we prove that DTTSs satisfy the Penrose-like inequality (2) under certain conditions. Before doing this, it is useful to review the Penrose inequality (1).
The Penrose inequality (1) is conjectured to be satisfied by an apparent horizon by the following argument. If the cosmic censorship hypothesis holds, there is an event horizon outside the apparent horizon, and the area of the event horizon A EH is expected to be equal to or larger than that of the apparent horizon, i.e., A AH ≤ A EH . Due to the area theorem, the event horizon has the area A (f) EH larger than A EH after the system settles down to a stationary state described by a Kerr black hole, i.e.,
EH ≤ 4π(2GM ) 2 is expected to be satisfied due to positivity of radiated energy of gravitational waves. This leads to the Penrose conjecture, the inequality (1). Note that a counter-example to the Penrose conjecture has been constructed in Ref. [40] by cutting and gluing Schwarzschild spacetimes and Friedmann universes in a complex manner. In this system, the Penrose inequality is not satisfied becuase the inequality A AH ≤ A EH in the above discussion is violated. However, it is possible to reformulate the Penrose conjecture to be consistent with the above counter-example as argued in [40] .
Although the Penrose conjecture remains an open problem, the Riemannian Penrose inequality, which is a variant of the original Penrose inequality, has been proved. If an asymptotically flat three-dimensional space Σ with nonnegative scalar curvature possesses an outermost minimal surface with the area A min , the Riemannian Penrose inequality asserts
As a corollary, the Riemannian Penrose inequality implies that the original Penrose inequality is satisfied by an apparent horizon in time-symmetric initial data. There are two methods to prove the Riemannian Penrose inequality: The method by the inverse mean curvature flow [41, 42] and Bray's conformal flow [43] . Among these two, the method by the inverse mean curvature flow is directly used in the study of this section. The inverse mean curvature flow is an example of a geometric flow of hypersurfaces of a Riemannian manifold. Let us consider a flow of two-dimensional hypersurfaces σ(r) with spherical topology in Σ, each of which is labeled by the radial coordinate r. If the lapse function ϕ satisfies ϕ = 1/k, this flow is said to be the inverse mean curvature flow. For each of the surfaces of the flow, Geroch's quasilocal mass is defined by
where A and dA are the area and the area element of σ(r). Geroch's quasilocal mass is checked to coincide with the ADM mass at spacelike infinity, r → ∞. Furthermore, for a 24/33 space with nonnegative Ricci scalar, Geroch's quasilocal mass is proved to satisfy
which is called the Geroch monotonicity [44] . Due to the Geroch monotonicity, Geroch's quasilocal mass for the surface σ 0 = σ(0), i.e. r = 0, satisfies E(0) ≤ M . If the surface σ 0 is an infinitesimal limit of an S 2 surface, we have
which proves the positive energy theorem [44] . If the surface σ 0 is a minimal surface on which k = 0 is satisfied, we have
This implies the Riemannian Penrose inequality (78) as pointed out in Ref. [41] . Note that there appear singularities in the inverse mean curvature flow in general. However, Huisken and Ilmanen [42] showed that it is possible to introduce a weak solution to the inverse mean curvature flow without breaking the Geroch monotonicity, and thus, gave a complete proof of the Riemannian Penrose inequality. In order to prove that DTTSs satisfy the Penrose-like inequality (2), we will show that a DTTS satisfies
under certain conditions. Then, the Geroch monotonicity implies
which is equivalent to the Penrose-like inequality (2) . We discuss the case of the timesymmetric initial data and the case of the momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data, one by one.
Time-symmetric initial data
Suppose we have a DTTS σ 0 in time-symmetric initial data Σ. The DTTS σ 0 satisfies the formula for (3)£ nk given by Eq. (48) . In this equation, the inequality (3)£ nk ≤ 0 holds from the accelerated contraction condition (23) . We assume the radial pressure to be nonpositive, P r ≤ 0. Furthermore, if the convexity k S ≥ 0 is assumed for the DTTS, we have
Then, we have the inequality, (2) R ≥ (3/2)k 2 and integration over the surface σ 0 gives
If there is a point at which k > 0 holds, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem tells us that σ 0 has topology S 2 and satisfies σ0 (2) RdA = 8π. Therefore, the inequality (83) is satisfied, and thus, we have shown the following: Theorem 1. A convex DTTS, σ 0 , in time-symmetric, asymptotically flat initial data has topology S 2 and satisfies the Penrose-like inequality A 0 ≤ 4π(3GM ) 2 if P r ≤ 0 holds on S 0 ,
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k > 0 at least at one point on S 0 , and (3) R is nonnegative (i.e. the energy density ρ ≥ 0) in the outside region.
Note that, by virtue of the inequality (85), Theorem 1 holds also for a nonconvex DTTS as well if k S is within the range 0 > k S ≥ −k L /3. Although nonpositive radial pressure P r ≤ 0 may seem strange, it is not very unrealistic because it is satisfied if the spacetime is vacuum around σ 0 , and furthermore, the radial pressure due to electromagnetic fields is negative on spherical surfaces in a Reissner-Nordström spacetime.
Momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data
In the case of the momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data, the formula for (3)£ nk is given by Eq. (59). Similarly to the time-symmetric case, the accelerated contraction condition implies (3)£ nk ≤ 0, and P r ≤ 0 is assumed. Assuming σ 0 to be a convex surface with k S ≥ 0, the relation 2k (3) £rα/α ≥ 2kk L holds from the inequality (58) and k ≥ 0, and thus, we have
by the same calculation as Eq. (85). Since it is difficult to control the sign of ( (3) £rω) 2 − (Dω) 2 , we simply assume ( (3) £rω) 2 ≥ (Dω) 2 . In other words, we choose surfaces σ 0 so that this condition is satisfied. Then, we have the inequality, (2) R ≥ (3/2)k 2 , and with the same argument as the time-symmetric case, the inequality (83) is satisfied. Therefore, we have shown the following:
Theorem 2. An axisymmetric convex DTTS σ 0 in momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data has topology S 2 and satisfies the Penrose-like inequality A 0 ≤ 4π(3GM ) 2 if P r ≤ 0 and
hold on σ 0 , k > 0 at least at one point on σ 0 , and (3) R is nonnegative in the outside region.
Similarly to the time-symmetric case, Theorem 2 holds also for a nonconvex DTTS as well if k S is within the range 0 > k S ≥ −k L /3 due to the inequalities (85) and (87).
Connection to loosely trapped surfaces
Lastly, we study the connection between DTTSs and LTSs. The LTS is defined in our previous paper [23] as a surface on which k > 0 and (3) £rk ≥ 0 are satisfied in a flow of twodimensional closed surfaces in a spacelike hypersurface Σ. In fact, such surfaces are located only between the horizon r = 2GM and the photon surface r = 3GM in the Schwarzschild case. It was also proved in Ref. [23] that an LTS satisfies the inequality (83), and hence, satisfies the Penrose-like inequality (2) if Σ has a nonnegative Ricci scalar, (3) R ≥ 0. In [23] , clarifying the relation of LTSs to the behavior of photons was left as a remaining problem, and here, we show the fact that a DTTS is an LTS at the same time under certain conditions.
We derive a formula that relates (3)£ nk and (3) £rk. The trace of the Ricci equation on σ 0 as a hypersurface in Σ is
26 /33 where (3) R ab is the Ricci tensor associated with the metric q ab induced on Σ. This equation is rewritten with the double trace of the Gauss equation of σ 0 in Σ,
and the double trace of the Gauss equation on Σ in the spacetime M,
The result is
where the Einstein field equations are assumed. Adding Eqs. (40) and (92) and rewriting with the decomposed forms (33) and (42) ofK ab and K ab , respectively, we have
We apply this formula to a DTTS σ 0 . The last two terms vanish because α = const. and k = 0 are required. Let us evaluate the sign of each term in the right-hand side of Eq. (93). The first term is nonnegative, − (3)£ nk ≥ 0, from the accelerated contraction condition (23) . The second term is nonpositive as long as the dominant energy condition holds. For this reason, we require ρ + P r = 0 in order to make the left-hand side positive definite. As for the third and fourth terms, for both of the time-symmetric and momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data, we have
for a convex DTTS with k S ≥ 0, using the marginally transversely trapping conditions in the time-symmetric and momentarily stationary axisymmetric cases, (47) and (57), respectively. We set the fifth term to be zero by choosing ϕ = const., since σ 0 becomes an LTS if (3) £rk ≥ 0 is satisfied at least for one chice of ϕ. We discuss the sixth term −k abk ab in the timesymmetric and momentarily stationary axisymmetric cases, separately.
Time-symmetric initial data
Sincek ab = 0 holds for time-symmetric initial data, (3) £rk ≥ 0 is guaranteed only with the conditions discussed above. Therefore, we have found the following proposition: Proposition 1. A convex DTTS σ 0 with k > 0 in time-symmetric initial data is an LTS as well if ρ + P r = 0 is satisfied on σ 0 .
Momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data
For momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data,k ab is given by Eq. (53) , and the sixth term becomes
In order to make this term vanish, we have to require D aω = 0. This means that we limit our discussion toω = const. surfaces:
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Proposition 2. If a contour surface ofω in momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data is a convex DTTS on which ρ + P r = 0 is satisfied, it is an LTS as well.
Summary and discussion
In this paper, we have defined a (marginally) dynamical transversely trapping surface (DTTS) as an extended concept of the photon sphere, intending to provide with a new theoretical tool to advance our understanding on the properties of dynamically evolving spacetimes with strong gravity regions. The definition is given in Sect. 2.2. Intuitively, a DTTS is a two-dimensional closed surface on a spacelike hypersurface Σ such that photons emitted from it in the transverse directions experience accelerated contraction during the propagation affected by strong gravity. The key quantity is (3)£nk , which is required to be nonpositive by the accelerated contraction condition. This quantity is found from the study on a photon surface in a Schwarzschild spacetime (Sect. 2.1). As discussed in Sects. 2.3.3 and 5.4, the concept of DTTSs is different from that of static/stationary TTSs, which was proposed as surfaces to characterize strong gravity regions in static/stationary spacetimes in our previous paper [24] . These two concepts must be distinguished.
We have prepared the method of solving for a marginally DTTS in the time-symmetric initial data and the momentarily stationary axisymmetric initial data (Sect. 3). By constructing numerical solutions explicitly for the systems of two equal-mass black holes in the Brill-Lindquist initial data (Sect. 4) and in the Majumdar-Papapetrou spacetimes (Sect. 5), we have shown that a marginally DTTS is a well-defined concept. Extending the method to other configurations is necessary, and we plan to study this issue in a forthcoming paper.
Marginally DTTSs are defined with the intention to make them analogous to marginally trapped surfaces, and we have stressed various aspects of such similarity. Both surfaces are determined on a given spacelike hypersurface Σ, and have similar gauge independent and dependent features as discussed in Sect. 2.4. In the Brill-Lindquist initial data, their shapes and dependence on the system parameter z 0 /GM show qualitatively similar behavior (Sects. 4.3 and 4.4). Furthermore, we have shown that the area of a DTTS satisfies the Penrose-like inequality (2) under certain conditions in Sect. 6, similarly to that the area of a marginally trapped surface is conjectured (and is partly proved) to satisfy the Penrose inequality (1). In addition, in Sect. 7, we have discussed the fact that DTTSs are connected to LTSs proposed in our previous paper [23] under some situations.
Further similarity between marginally DTTSs and marginally trapped surfaces could be explored. For example, as the condition for the formation of apparent horizons, the hoop conjecture [45] has been proposed: "Black holes with horizons form when and only when a mass M gets compacted into a region whose circumference in every direction is bounded by C 2π(2GM )". Although no solid proof has been found up to now, this conjecture is checked to be satisfied in various situations (e.g., [46] [47] [48] ). One of the implications of this conjecture is that the apparent horizon cannot become arbitrarily long in one direction. The analogous condition, C 2π(3GM ), may be expected to hold for the formation of marginally DTTSs. We are planning to study this issue in future.
The concept of a trapped surface has become important by the singularity theorems (see pp. 239-241 of [6] ). Assuming the cosmic censorship, the existence of a trapped surface implies the presence of an event horizon outside. Therefore, the existence of a trapped surface strongly restricts the global property of a spacetime. Does the existence of a DTTS restrict 28/33 the global structure of a spacetime as well? Unfortunately, this is unlikely under broad assumptions because studies on a spherically symmetric barotropic star do not necessarily exclude a star with the radius smaller than 3GM as general arguments [49] [50] [51] . However, a detailed numerical study indicates that the radii of spherical polytropic stars cannot be smaller than 3GM [52] , and therefore, for restricted situations, the presence of a DTTS may result in the formation of an event horizon. This issue is worth challenging. Note that, since photons in the definition of a DTTS are emitted in the transverse directions, a collection of corresponding null geodesics is not an ordinary null geodesic congruence. For this reason, a new technology to handle the propagation of such photons should be required. Related to this issue, a "wandering set" is proposed recently as an extension of a photon sphere, r = 3GM in the Schwarzschild case, from the global point of view [53] . Since a wandering set would be an analogous concept to an event horizon as a generalization of the horizon, r = 2GM in the Schwarzschild case, the concepts of DTTSs and a wandering set may be related to each other like trapped surfaces and an event horizon are related by the singularity theorems. It would be interesting to explore such connection.
Finally, we point out the important difference between DTTSs and trapped surfaces (or apparent horizons). On one hand, positions at which trapped surfaces exist cannot be observed in principle since they are formed within an event horizon, unless the cosmic censorship or the null energy condition is violated. On the other hand, since DTTSs are formed and remain outside the event horizon, positions at which DTTSs exist are observable. For this reason, we expect that the concept of DTTSs would become important also in the context of observations of strong gravity regions in dynamical evolutions.
